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Teknion® has partnered with Wilkhahn to offer the Wilkhahn AT chair by
Teknion. Wilkhahn AT features fluid lines and sculpted forms that accord with
the contours of the human body. Simplicity in design and function yields an
approachable task chair that invites users to discover an intuitive experience of
high-performance ergonomics and effortless comfort while seated over time.
Wilkhahn AT applies intuitive Free-2-move capability called Trimension® –
a unique three-dimensional design that synchronizes the seat back and seat pan
pivot points with automatic weight adjustment. As a result, the chair provides
instant support. Users need only to sit, adjust the seat height and allow the body
and chair to work in harmony.
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Designed to permit a full range of motion,
Wilkahn AT with Trimension® synchronizes
with the body as users lean forward, turn to
the side or relax back. Trimension® combines
the 3D synchronous adjustment mechanism

with a highly elastic seat and backrest to
reflexively adapt to any shift in position or
posture. With complete ease, the body is
supported and maintains its center of gravity
at all times.

chair finishes
atrium white

ebony

width between arms:
18" — 20 "

arm height
from seat:
6-13/16" —
32-1/2"

arm height from
floor (standard):
23-5/8" —
32-1/2"

back width:
18-3/8 "

vwww.teknion.com
in canada
1150 Flint Road
Toronto, Ontario
m3j 2j5 Canada
Tel 866.teknion
866.835.6466

seat width:
19-11/16 "

angle between
seat and back:
97 ° – 107 °

seat pan angle:
0.3°

seat height:
16-3/4" — 21-1/2"

other offices located in
Europe, South and Central America,
Middle East, Asia and Russia
For regional contact information
go to www.teknion.com

overall height:
38-5/8" — 43-1/4"

in the usa
350 Fellowship Road
Mt Laurel, New Jersey
08054 usa
Tel 877.teknion
877.835.6466

back height from seat:
22-5/8"

overall width:
26-3/8 "
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seat depth:
15-7/32 "— 17-19/32"
overall depth:
25-1/4 "

